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JULY15/DEC.15 MEAL/OIL SPREADS APPROACHING EVEN 
MONEY 

Posted on 9/24/2014 7:01:22 AM 

WE HAVE A VERY GOOD HEDGING DEPARTMENT HEADED BY TED SEIFRIED. WHY NOT TALK TO HIM OR 
ANY OF OUR OTHER HEDGING BROKERS. NO ONE WILL PRESSURE YOU AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO 
LOSE? I'VE BEEN A LICENSED FUTURES BROKER FOR 41 YEARS AND TRUST NO ONE MORE THAN TED 
AND HIS GROUP 

  

Higher closes for Kansas City wheat, rough rice and soybean oil while lower for oats, corn, soybeans, 
soybean meal, Minneapolis and Chicago wheat. It's only fitting that, since I collect vinyl records, when I 
talk about the wheat complex its sound like a 'broken record'! So, it should be no surprise that I'm 
reporting that Minneapolis made a new CONTRACT LOW CLOSE. At least Kansas City made a DOUBLE 
BOTTOM and settled higher. Chicago just settled slightly lower. There is no resistance nearby and little 
support below also. Besides that, the Minneapolis/KC spreads continue to trade lower making its worst 
close since May 23rd. Oats settled down for its sixth session in a row culminating in its worst low and 
close since the middle of August. At least now they're in a good looking support area but need to not 
settle below 320 in my opinion. Rice settled higher but remains in a long term downtrend still needing to 
close over 1300 before I begin to look at a possible turnaround. Corn made a new CONTRACT LOW 
AND CLOSE falling for its fifth session in a row now in the 320's which was my next objective. Now we 
need to keep an eye on the 300 area although a rally from this area is not out of the question. Strong 
looking resistance remains from 360 up to around 375 and, of course, the 350 area is a psychological 
price to watch first.  Every farmer that reads my comments should call me about hedging concerns so I 
can place them with one of our qualified hedging brokers. You should always be thinking ahead. Since 
everybody knows the government is looking at record crops and yields and corn storage is at a high, the 
only hope for the remaining bulls in the near term is a freeze scare in my opinion. Our hedge department 
says many farmers have been holding on to corn from the previous year(s) leaving little room for storage 
whereby farmers would be forced to sell a large part of their crops in the near term. The beans made a 
new CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE dropping four sessions in a row continuing its downward 
spiral towards nine dollars at least. I've heard about the beans falling to eight dollars but I feel it’s unlikely 
they'll drop that far. Meal made its worst low and close since July 12th while the July15/Dec15 meal/oil 
spreads are approaching even money which is exceedingly rare and shouldn't stay there based on 
history. Oil closed higher continuing to show some bottoming signs probably being helped by unwinding 
and/or new meal/oil spreads in favor of the oil. SELL SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND 
CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH CORN, ROUGH RICE SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN 
MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & 
more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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